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Cody Perez's General | July, 30th 2019 Arena at Valot is an impressive MOBA game that is regarded as one of the biggest games in the world for good reason. It began its dominance as one of the kings of the Chinese genre and has since spread throughout Asia and the world, including North America and Europe.
Originally released as a mobile game, it has also made inroads into the Nintendo Switch, which at the moment is one of two MOBA games on the system. Being available on both mobile and switch allows you to reach an audience of players that games like Smite and League of Legends can't reach. It's not surprising that
many players take the time to check out because it's free to play. But if you start the game now, you will find that there are tons of characters to choose from. It's enough to make everyone feel overwhelmed. Arena on the valor list I'm coming into. I've compiled Valot's arena hierarchy list to help you figure out which
characters are best to play on their own and who needs to check them out on their own. Dozens of heroes are currently available. This makes it difficult to figure out the best in each class. After all, there are six classes where heroes can fall, not five. This is one class more than many other games with classes. Choose
from tanks, warriors, marges, assassins, marksmen, and support classes. But that doesn't stop there, as some heroes that overlap between one or two classes can also be a hybrid mix between them. This may be too much for some new entrants. But this arena on the Valrow Tier list will help you find out who the best
heroes are, not only within their respective classes, but overall. I divide each character into one of the lower layers and start with the best layer and go down. Fortunately, there are no bad heroes in this game, so you don't have to worry about playing a terrible hero who wastes your time. However, there are some things
that go tooth-to-tooth on terrible things that end up in the last layer in the process. Therefore, I'm going to explain both the best heroes as well as the worst in the arena on the valor list. Arena on the Valor List: SS Tier I'll be frank that I haven't played any of the five heroes below, and you may not either, but it's still
important to know about each of them. These 5 are quite amazing, so you deserve your own SS layer to rank above the usual S-layer. Each of them may be a great match for you as for some reason you will not forget. But otherwise, you are going to encounter them on the battlefield at some point, regardless, so it is
important that you know about them. How your enemy tick learns will help you in the long run. Elsuels is a mark man who comes at the expense of some insignificant features and has some phenomenal statistics and abilities. He's all Markman snipers.No one is responsible in terms of taking out enemies from afar. First,
he has one of the best ranges in the game, at the end of your shot a person can take the enemy out of insanely long distances that frustrate fast. This is made even better by the fact that his shots also deal some serious damage (worse?, but his amazing sniper skills come at the expense of lack of mobility and speed.
But for those who know how to use El Suu, this is not a problem at all. On the right, he is God among the dead who keep enemies in the distance and pick them up. He is also versatile to be able to handle the middle lane and jungle. Florentino This warrior assassin offers an amazing style unmatched for everyone and is
one of the newest heroes to join the game. The ranks can fall once a player gets used to him and there are ways to counter his movement, but he is unstoppable in the mean time. Florentino is an interesting hybrid of warriors and assassins. This unique mix allows him to constantly move quickly around the battlefield and
sneak up on unkying enemies. But more than that, he can tear his opponent apart by dancing around them at his speed. Players who use Florentino will be able to move fast because the enemy does not know what hit them. He is a relentless attacking attacker. When paired with buffs and certain other heroes who keep
him alive, he is further strengthened. Lindis Lindis is one of the best heroes in the game and has been since her release. This Markman can move in a way that makes any assassin jealous. She's meant to attack from a range like other Marksmans, but she's also about stealth. Her sneaky side makes her one of the
fascinating heroes on the roster. She can set traps and see where the enemy was, and the bushes are her playground. She also takes you out with strong damage, so you don't want her to get drops on you or trap you. Her mobility also makes the best jungle in her game at this time. When you see Lindis on your team,
let her bob and have the jungle to exceed everyone's level close to weaving. This will give her an advantage that cannot be underestimated. Quylen Quillen is an assassin who shames poor butterflies. Whereas she was once the goat of a single target assassination, Quylen is the new master of it. He can sneak up on
enemies and use his stealth abilities to take them out, allowing him to get in and out of fights fast. Just like Lindis, it's even more important not to let Quillen creep up on you. The damage of his single target is insane, spelling out your death if he gets the first hit. What's worse is that his powerful ability has some great
cooldowns to ensure he comes back sooner. To turn it all off, his assassination skills can get away with flashes, too, not only will he sneak up on you. Skillful Killen player uses itYou track him down and escape so that you can't finish him. Few heroes can compete with his impressive build. The rector that roundes the SS
layer is the warrior rickter. He is the best jack of all trades in the game and can have rounded statistics. This makes him not the best at one thing and still an undeniable force because he can do anything and every thing. First, Riktor deals strong damage that allows you to take out enemies faster. In addition, he has
strong mobility and speed and can also go in and out of danger. But even if he is caught off guard or stuck in the middle of a fight with someone, he can hold his own. Riktor can survive well against most enemies and does damage while staying alive in the process. This makes him like Arthur in beef focused on damage
output rather than the tanky side of things. Without a doubt, he is one of the best in this arena on the valor list. Arena on the Valor List: Heroes of the S-Tier S-Tier Rank are gods that should not be ignored, but the characters in tier S are also not too shabby. This layer has tons of heroes in the range possible from all
classes, everyone offers someone.This section of the Arena on the Valrow Tier list just goes to show how impressive the roster is with so many great heroes well balanced. Alice Arthur Alam Clet Kill Growth Criknal Liliana Marja Max Murad Omen Laz Rhok Liona Sefera Superman Wonder Woman Zefiel Yebnes Zefys
Zka Arena of Valatia List: Layers It's crazy that we're in the third tier of the Arena of Valor. The heroes on this list may not have the most amazing stats and utilities, but they are really great on their own. All of them will treat you well, and they should not be underestimated on the battlefield. Aili Aleister Amilly Annette
Chagner Fenik Grac Jinner Joker Loriel Le Bu Mallock Mina Nacross Roxy Teemy Telanas The Flash Tullen Violet Willo Ucon Zanis Jill Arena of Valor Tear List: The B-tier is the second to last tier on this list, but they are still great heroes worth your attention. For some reason, they have some hiccups and problems that
prevent them from rising to tier A but are nevertheless worth your time. With the right hand, they can still be the MVP of the game. Arduin Astrid Aszenka Baldam Batman Butterfly Diao Chan Gildur Ignis Carli Clichy Rumber Muganga Nataliya Olmer Peura Preita Slimts Tara Sene Valain Valine Wisp Jörn Arena of
Valartia List: C Tia List: It is the final layer of the arena of the C-tier list. As I mentioned before, there are no bad heroes in the game at all. These five characters are still good, but there are more problems than layer B. Whether they have too many weaknesses or need a solid buff, these heroes are worth checking out,
but it's important to know the risks. Ilmi Aylmere was a textbook case of buff or two, and she would stand strongOther heroes of the B layer. Like the characters in this section, she is not desperate at all. This mage and support hybrid balances the two classes too much and loses both in the process. Her damage as a
magge is less than average, and many others (including Veera below) are doing a better job of taking out their enemies. It would help if her support was great, but the only strong part of it is her ultimate. Her ultimate ability is great when combined with damaging fighters, but it's not enough to outperform other heroes
who do similar behavior. It hurts her that it's too easy to die on the battlefield before she makes a huge contribution to the team. Omega Omega continues to get buffed on his ability to make him not the fearsome hero he used to be, but that's still not enough. The main ability of this support tank is to be able to demolish
structures like bosses. That's great conceptually, but otherwise he won't help. He can damage the tower well in his ability, in addition to their superb. If he is partnered with a powerful companion who can take out an enemy team, he will add firmly to your team. But more than that, it is better to put almost all the other
tanks on your team. This is because many matches come down to take out the structure. In fact, having the best team to take out your opponents can take out structures along the way. Maybe with some tweaking to his stats, he could be more than an average hero. Sukhd Sukhd is the closest to climbing from tier C in
this list. This support tank deals some amazing burst damage that works well against many opponents. In addition, he can control the field well and keep the enemy at bay. This gives him some solid damage and support, but where he fails is in his tanking capacity. He is a mediocre tank that can take some damage but is
not enough to be your only damage sponge to your team. It doesn't help that his damage isn't surprising enough to make him a respectable warrior. But with some important adjustments to the scud, he could easily be a great hero. Toro O, Toro. He and Omega were once at the bottom of this list, and Toro remains there.
Even with some changes and buffs, he remains the worst fighter in the game, period. But thankfully, his change was enough to make sure he wasn't its own terrible hero. This means that you can now use Toro and don't worry about being the weakest link in your team. Still, Toro wonders why anyone would want to use
him. Toro's only saving grace is that he is a solid tank. Toro has some decent defenses that can keep the enemy at bay while your team deals some serious damage. But that's it. Beyond his high defense, he has nothing else to offer. At least all other tanks can do damage, control the field, or injure enemies, but Toro is
just a damage sponge and that's itHe needs a serious reworking from the ground up to be more than this. Vilavilla is the perfect marge to fight your enemies one-on-one. Unfortunately, like Toro, that's all for her. She can't do much more than control her enemies or survive long enough to last in multiple battles. But if you
can learn her well and fight a single enemy at once, chances are you can win. The problem arises when she is up against multiple enemies. She dies too fast and can't handle more than one opponent at a time. All her abilities are focused on concentrating her energy on one person. This limits what she can do, but not as
bad as in Toro's case. She's a heavy hitter and can be one of the top killers on her right hand, but she needs to be able to do more than that to move up the ranks. Rank.
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